This paper introduces an approximately shift invariant redundant dyadic wavelet transform -the phaselet transform -that includes the popular dual-tree complex wavelet transform of Kingsbury [1] as a special case. The main idea is to use a finite set of wavelets that are related to each other in a special way -and hence called phaseletsto achieve approximate shift-redundancy; bigger the set better the approximation. A sufficient condition on the associated scaling filters to achieve this is that they are fractional shifts of each other. Algorithms for the design of phaselets with a fixed number vanishing moments is presented -building upon the work of Selesnick [2] for the design of wavelet pairs for Kingsbury's dual-tree complex wavelet transform. Construction of 2-dimensional directional bases from tensor products of 1-d phaselets is also described.
Introduction
Critically sampled two-channel exact reconstruction filter banks are well-known to be related to a class of dyadic wavelet frames derived from a multiresolution analysis. If the filter bank is unitary, then, the associated the wavelet frame is tight. Given a set of n wavelet frames one obtains a new wavelet frame with redundancy n by taking their set union. One of the fundamental problems with using a wavelet transform (frames or tight frames) in signal processing is the lack of shift invariance of the total energy in the transform coefficients at a particular scale. Many approaches have been suggested to address this problem -the common theme being the use of redundant wavelet transforms [3] . The 1 simplest redundant wavelet transform is the undecimated wavelet transform that has a redundancy of J where J is the number of wavelet scales used in the transform (typically J ≈ log N , where N is the number of samples of the signal being analyzed). Perhaps the most successful approach at using redundancy is the dual-tree wavelet transform of Kingsbury where two wavelet frames are constructed such that the wavelets are Hilbert transforms of each other -i.e., the redundancy is 2. Design of such wavelet tight frame and frame pairs have been addressed by Kingsbury and Selesnick. This paper revisits the question of shift-invariance and argues that if the Fourier transforms of all the wavelets have fixed magnitude and have phases that are related to each other in a certain way the transform is approximately shift-invariant. A sufficient condition on the scaling filters is derived to achieve this relationship between the wavelets. Design procedures for sets of scaling filters that approximately satisfy this sufficiency condition are given in a manner analogous to the work of Selesnick [2] . Furthermore, a key result in this paper -Theorem 2 -proves why the spectral factorization step in the construction of tight frames of Hilbert pairs of wavelets given in [2] always works. The paper also clarifies the relationship be- Recently multiresolution based dyadic wavelet bases have been generalized to the case where dilates and translates of not just one but a finite set of wavelets, referred to as framelets, generate a frame (or tight frame) [4, 5, 6, 7] . Framelets and the associated framelet transforms are related to perfect reconstruction over-sampled filter banks with a decimation factor of 2. The extension of phaselets to framelets is described in a companion paper [8] . An extension of Hilbert transform pairs of wavelets to a framelets is also given in [9] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the notation and background. Section 3 looks at shift-invariance of the wavelet transform, defines phaselets and describes the construction of Hardy functions from phaselets. The constraints on the scaling filters to generate a phaselet tight frame are described in Section 4. Detailed constructions of phaselet frames and tight frames are given in Sections 5-7. Section 8 considers the construction of 2-dimensional directional bases from tensor products of 1-d phaselets.
Notation and Background
Let IR, IR + , and IR − denote the real, non-negative real and non-positive real line respectively.
Let ZZ denote the set of integers. Also let ZZ + τ ⊂ IR be the set of integral shifts of τ ∈ IR.
Let L 2 (IR) the space of square-integrable real-valued functions on IR with the inner product ·, · . Let 2 (ZZ) be the space of square-summable real-valued sequences on ZZ with inner product ·, · . For any function f ∈ L 2 (IR) letf = F{f } = f (t)e −ıωt dt, be its Fourier transform. Iff is written as f e ıθ f , then, since f is real-valued, f and θ f are respectively even and odd functions of their argument. Also for any f ∈ L 2 
For a sequence h
Here ωτ is the 2π periodic extension of the linear function ω → ωτ , defined
For unitary operators U * U = UU * = I, where U * is the adjoint operator defined by f, Ug = U * f, g . For sequences h and g let h * g denote their convolution.
Throughout this paper we only consider real-valued wavelets and associated real-valued filter coefficients. A dyadic wavelet tight frame can be constructed from a two-channel unitary filter bank when the (synthesis) filters (h 0 , h 1 ) satisfy the following relations [10, 11, 12] :
In terms of Z-transforms
In particular
A unitary filter bank is invariant under the transformation H 0 (z) → A 0 (z 2 )H 0 (z) and
for arbitrary allpass sequences A 0 (z) and A 1 (z). In particular, a unitary filter bank is invariant to even shifts of the filters. This fact can be exploited to 3 ensure that the synthesis filters, assuming they have a rational transfer function, are causal and stable.
The scaling function ψ 0 (t) and the wavelet ψ 1 (t) are solutions of the following equations
For
The coefficient set { f, ψ 1jk } is called the wavelet transform of f .
A dyadic wavelet frame can be constructed from any exact reconstruction two-channel filter bank such that the analysis filtersh i and the synthesis filters h i , i ∈ {0, 1} satisfy [10, 11] :
For arbitrary allpass sequences A 0 (z) and A 1 (z) an exact reconstruction filter bank is invariant under the transformations
The primal and dual scaling functions and wavelets are given by
The coefficient set f,ψ 1jk j,k∈Z Z is called the wavelet transform of f .
Given a set of n wavelet tight frames ψ 0 1jk , ψ 1 1jk , . . . , ψ
be the associated n-redundant wavelet tight frame obtained by set union. Then, for
and f, ψ l 1jk j,k∈Z Z,0≤l≤n−1 is the n-redundant wavelet transform of f . One can similarly obtain n-redundant wavelet frames by taking the union of n wavelet frames.
Every n-redundant wavelet transform naturally decomposes any function into its components at each scale j ∈ ZZ. For i ∈ {0, 1} and j ∈ ZZ define the operators P ij : L 2 (IR) → L 2 (IR) as follows:
In particular j∈Z Z P 1j = I, the identity operator on L 2 (IR), and j<J P 1j = P 0J . Furthermore in all practical applications since one works only over a finite set of scales I ≤ j ≤ J:
3 Shift-Invariance of the Wavelet Transform and Phaselets
The well-known fact that the wavelet transform is not translation invariant is equivalent to the non-commutativity of the operators P 1j and T τ for τ ∈ IR and j ∈ Z Z; that is
In particular, this also implies that P 0j T τ f = T τ P 0j f for some f . While strict translation invariance is not possible one can still obtain approximate translation invariance with n-redundant wavelet transforms. An n-redundant wavelet transform is said to be approximately translation invariant if P 1j T τ f ≈ T τ P 1j f for all f, τ and j. In particular this also means
To motivate this let us examine the effect of translation on the wavelet transform. For a particular wavelet transform coefficient we have 
Equation ( 
In particular for uniformly spaced τ l in [0, 1) -corresponding to n th roots of unity -the asso- 
where ψ It is not immediately clear that each phaselet is a wavelet. However, it is obvious that all the phaselets share the same Fourier spectrum -that of the underlying wavelet: ψ l 1 = ψ 1 . As will be clear soon when we discuss the construction of compactly supported phaselets the constraint θ l (ω) = −πτ l sign(ω) will have to be relaxed. A family of functions such that θ l (ω) ≈ −πτ l sign(ω) will be called a phaselet family (in contrast to strict phaselet family).
Note that the approximate satisfaction is sufficient to ensure that the redundant transform is approximately shift-invariant.
We now show that phaselets are wavelets. The basic idea is to exploit the fact that any unitary operator in L 2 (IR) takes a frame to a frame. For any frame generated by the functions {φ k }, φ k and any function f ∈ Span {φ k }, and unitary operator U on
Thus {Uφ k } , Uφ k also generates a frame. In particular if {φ k } generates a tight frame,
unitary operator. Explicitly, in terms of Fourier transforms
It suffices to now show that U τ preserves the wavelet structure. That is
Equivalently it suffices to show that U τ commutes with the translation operator T k and
constitutes a pair of dual wavelet frames, then, for each
also constitutes a pair of dual wavelet frames.
We now show that phaselets generalize the notion of Hilbert transform pairs of wavelets [1, 15, 16, 2] . Consider a Hilbert transform pair of wavelets -two wavelets ψ 0 1 and
Clearly the functions ψ 0 and ψ 1 form a redundancy 2 phaselet family -in (14) take ψ 0 1 to be the underlying wavelet ψ 1 and τ 0 = 0,
2 . The n-redundant wavelet transform associated with a phaselet family will be referred to as the phaselet transform.
Phaselets and Hardy Wavelets
Strict phaselets can be used to construct Hardy wavelets (i.e., wavelets whose Fourier transform is supported on IR + ). The importance of Hardy wavelets in signal processing applications is clearly well established in the seminal work of Kingsbury [17, 15, 1] . Let (ψ 0 1 , ψ 1 1 ) be a phaselet pair. Without loss of generality let τ 0 = 0 and 
Constraints on the Scaling Filters of a Phaselet Family
Motivated by approximate translation invariance we defined phaselets and the phaselet transform. This section shows how to impose constraints on the scaling filters of an nredundant wavelet transform so that the associated wavelets form a strict phaselet family.
For a strict phaselet family ψ l
, and h l 1 , be the associated sets of scaling functions, scaling filters and wavelet filters respectively.
Ideally we would like to characterize the constraints the scaling filters should satisfy such that ψ l 1 is a strict phaselet family. However, we settle to show sufficient conditions on the scaling filters such that ψ l 1 is a strict phaselet family. Proof: The proof is straightforward and similar to the result for the special case
Theorem 1 Let the scaling filters
. Now the Fourier transform of ψ l 1 is of the form
2
Given any wavelet tight frame and any set of n real numbers τ l one can generate a strict phaselet family of redundancy n. In particular given any wavelet tight frame and any tight frame of unit vectors for IR 2 of size n one can generate a canonical strict phaselet family of redundancy n. However, in this construction even if the scaling filter h 0 is of finite length, the scaling filters S τ l h 0 are not, and therefore there are no compactly supported strict phaselet families. By requiring that h l 0 ≈ S τ l h 0 and that the filters h l 0 are of finite length can we generate compactly supported phaselet families? Since for a phaselet family we require ψ l 1 = ψ 1 , or equivalently ψ l 0 = ψ 0 , the magnitude of the Fourier transforms of the filters h l 0 much be identical. If the filters are of finite length, then, this implies that
In other words all the filters are obtained by spectral factorization of the same half-band filter h 0 (n) * h 0 (−n) (notice that the half-band filter is of finite length even though the filter h 0 may be of infinite length).
Design of Compactly Supported Phaselet Tight Frames
This section describes the construction of compactly supported phaselet families with redundancy n. We only consider the case where τ l n−1 l=0 forms a particular canonical tight 9 frame in IR 2 , namely τ l = l n , 0 ≤ l ≤ n − 1. For the redundancy n = 2 case, the two phaselets form a Hilbert transform pair. In this case Selesnick gives a construction based upon two key ingredients [16] : fractional delay filters and spectral factorization. We generalize that construction to arbitrary redundancy phaselets by introducing the concept of Thiran products. Our construction also crucially relies upon a spectral factorization step that we prove can always be performed. This result also proves why Selesnick's construction works for Hilbert transform pairs of wavelets; Selesnick observes this as an empirical fact without proof in his paper.
Since filters h l 0 are all finite impulse response (FIR) spectral factors of the same half-band FIR filter, they are necessarily of the form
By absorbing non-trivial common factors into C(z) without loss of generality assume that the greatest common divisor of the set of polynomials D l (z) is 1. Notice also sharing the same half-band filter implies that the regularity (number of zeros of H l 0 (z) at z = −1) of all of the scaling filters, and hence the phaselets must be identical. Furthermore from Theorem 1, the phases must satisfy
Thiran Product Filter
This paper constructs canonical phaselets using products of Thiran filters. We now review Thiran filters. The L th order FIR Thiran filter is given by
The associated L th order Thiran all-pass filter is given by [18, 19] 
A τ,L (z) is allpass and approximates the delay by τ samples.
We now give a simple recipe for generating products of Thiran filters that satisfy the necessary phase delay constraints in (20) for arbitrary n. Let k = log 2 n . For any given
. . b l 0 be the binary representation of l. Define the Thiran product filter
Then it is straightforward to show that the Thiran product (20) . Furthermore, it is easy to show that the Thiran product satisfies (19) 
Form of the Scaling Filters
Let us assume that the scaling filters associated with an n-redundant phaselet transform are K-regular, i.e., each of the n phaselets have K vanishing moments. From (19, 20, 23) the scaling filters of the n filter banks are of the form
for some fixed filter Q(z). Q(z) has to be chosen so that
or equivalently is a half-band filter. Let us define
and -using (25,24) -
From (3) we then require [8] , is given at the end of this paper. Since all the roots of (1 + z −1 ) K are at −1 it remains to just show that the Thiran product (29)) as a function of the redundancy n of the phaselet transform for a set of scales j. The error monotonically decreases with redundancy n for each scale j suggesting that as n increases the phaselet transform becomes more and more shift-invariant. For each n the phaselets were generated with K = 2 vanishing moments and the Thiran product parameters were set to L i = 3 for all i.
In Section 3 we introduced the phaselet transform primarily motivated by a desire to overcome the large shift-variance of the wavelet transform. We now verify that the nredundant phaselet transform is indeed approximately shift-invariant; the larger n, the better the approximation. Recall that an n-redundant phaselet transform is approximately 15 shift-invariant if, for all i ∈ {0, 1}, j ∈ Z Z, τ ∈ IR and f ∈ L 2 (IR), P ij T τ f ≈ T τ P ij f , where P ij is from (9) . We define the normalized squared error e ij of P ij as
We define r ij the root mean normalized squared error of P ij as the square root of the average value of e ij (τ, f ) over randomized choices of f and τ :
where E f,τ is the expectation operator with respect to a (product) probability measure on L 2 (IR) × IR. The error r ij implicitly depends on n, the redundancy of the phaselet transform. In practical applications one computes the phaselet transform only over a finite set of scales and hence it suffices to ensure that r ij is small over those scales for approximate shift-invariance. Specifically, without loss of generality let j = 0 be the finest scale and j = −J be the coarsest scale. Then from (10) the only operators of interest are P 0j for j = −J and P 1j for −J ≤ j < 0; only the corresponding r ij needs to be small. it is clear that at every scale as n increases the root mean normalized error decreases thus establishing that the associated phaselet transform has better shift-invariance property.
Design of Compactly Supported Phaselet Frames
So far we have considered phaselet transforms associated with unitary filter banks. In this section we extend our results to include n-redundant phaselet transforms associated with more general exact reconstruction filter banks satisfying (6) . In particular, this section constructs a special family of phaselet frames which are close in spirit to Daubechies' construction of biorthogonal wavelet bases with linear phase filters [21, 10] . Such a wavelet basis is associated with pairs of scaling and wavelet filters that are duals of each other.
As described by Selesnick in [2] the reason to consider this case is that one can obtain wavelets that are more symmetric than is possible with a mid-phase spectral factorization.
Extending this idea to phaselets gives rise to the notion of primal and dual phaselet families.
From equation (6) the exact reconstruction property is equivalent to
Theorem 3 Let the primary and dual scaling filters satisfy the fractional shift property: 
Also from (8) and using the fact that ν is an odd function of its argument ω, it follows similarly thatψ
Form of the Primal and Dual Scaling Filters
We consider primal and dual scaling filters for the n filter banks to be of the form
where 0 ≤ l ≤ n − 1 and K +K is an even integer. Therefore K −K is also an even integer. From (31) and (32) it is clear that h l 0 ≈ T l/n h 0 0 andh l 0 ≈ T −l/nh 0 0 and hence both the primal and dual scaling functions and wavelets satisfy the requirements of Theorem 3.
Therefore the associated set of primal and dual wavelets are primal and dual phaselets. The primal phaselet (wavelet) has K vanishing moments and the dual phaselet (wavelet) hasK vanishing moments. Now (30) implies that Q(z)Q(z)R l (z)R l (z) must be half-band . Now a simple calculation shows that R l (z)R l (z) is exactly the same as E l (z)E l (z −1 ) in (27) with Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the primal and dual scaling functions and phaselets and their Fourier transforms.
Design of IIR Phaselet Tight Frames and Frames
In this section for completeness we describe the construction of phaselet tight frames and frames associated with filter banks with infinite impulse response (IIR) filters. The methodology is similar to the construction of IIR orthonormal wavelets in [22, 2] .
IIR Phaselet Tight Frames
Let the filters h l 0 be of the form
They clearly satisfy the requirements of Theorem 1 and hence the phases are appropriately (27)) and therefore the half-band property of
is a Laurent polynomial that is non-negative on the unit circle (since G K (z) is), one can obtain Q(z 2 ) by spectral factorization. A minimum-phase spectral factorization gives a stable causal set of filters H l 0 (z). Now since
gives rise to a unitary IIR filter bank with causal (modulo a finite shift) filters H l 0 (z) and H l 1 (z). That is, 
IIR Phaselet Frames
Let the primal filters h l 0 be given by (33) and let the dual filtersh l 0 be given bỹ
The filters satisfy the requirements of Theorem 3. The half-band property of
Q(z) andQ(z) are obtained by (say symmetric) factorization.
Two Dimensional Directional Wavelets from Phaselets
In this section we construct 2-dimensional directional wavelets from phaselets. The results of this section carry over in a straightforward way to more than two dimensions.
Let ψ l 0 generate a phaselet tight frame of redundancy n. Consider the separable 2-d wavelet (phaselet) tight frame generated by the tensor product of these 1-d phaselets.
Clearly it has a redundancy of n 2 . The scaling and wavelet functions are 
Directional Phaselets
For any pair (l, m), l = m we can construct the one dimensional (approximate) Hardy
To use the analysis of the previous section we also require that ψ l 0 − e −ıπ(τ m −τ l ) ψ m 0 is a Hardy scaling function. Unfortunately this is not the case. Nevertheless as we observed in Example 1 and Example 2 (see Figure 1 and Figure 2 )
has more of its energy in the positive frequencies than in the negative frequencies and similarly ψ l 0 −e ıπ(τ m −τ l ) ψ m 0 has more of its energy in the negative frequencies than in the positive frequencies. Therefore a set of twelve two-dimensional wavelet functions that are approximately directional can be constructed as described in the previous section.
The exact form of these functions is now given directly in terms of the phaselets. Define the matrix
Note that det(C(τ )) = sin 
are approximately directional -the first and second row of C(τ ) corresponds to the real parts 
Since the matrix C(τ ) is not orthogonal (except when τ ∈ ZZ + 1 2 ) the resulting set of directional wavelets do not constitute a tight frame. However, when τ ∈ ZZ + 1 2 these functions do indeed generate a tight frame. Notice that there are n(n − 1)/2 choices of phaselet pairs and for each pair we have twelve directional wavelets (instead of the usual 3). Therefore, the net redundancy of this directional 2-d wavelet transform is 2n(n − 1).
However, by choosing only a subset of the phaselet pairs one can get a flexible range of redundancies.
When n = 2 and the one dimensional phaselets form a Hilbert transform pair of wavelets, we get a redundancy of 4 and this precisely corresponds to the directional wavelets of Kingsbury [1] . Also note that when n = 2, C(τ ) is not only orthogonal but also block- Finally note that when n is an even integer, and τ l = l/n, the n/2 pairs of phaselets
) are all Hilbert transform pairs. Since each pair can be associated with a redundancy 2 directional wavelet as described above one gets a directional wavelet transform with redundancy precisely n. Figure 8 shows the twelve directional wavelets constructed this way using the 4-redundant 1-d phaselets in Example 2.
The redundancy of these 2-d directional wavelets is also exactly 4.
Conclusion
This paper introduced the phaselet transform -an n-redundant approximately shift-invariant wavelet transform. Construction of phaselet frames and tight frames associated with both FIR and rational IIR phaselet filters was described. When n = 2 phaselets specialize to Hilbert transform pairs of wavelets. We showed that the redundancy n controls the degree of shift-invariance. Phaselets can be used to generate Hardy functions and this fact is exploited to construct directional 2-d wavelets from tensor products of 1-d phaselets.
Given the success of Kingsbury's dual-tree wavelet transform we anticipate that phaselets will turn out to be useful in signal processing practice. Matlab programs for designing all the phaselet frames and tight frames constructed or described in this paper are available from rameshg@us.ibm.com. Phaselets as described in this paper can also be generalized to wavelet frames generated by multiple wavelets, usually called framelets [6] . Such phaselets of framelets have been constructed in a companion paper [8] .
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Appendix

Spectral Factorizability of S(z)
Here we state the following result -for a proof see [8] . 
Furthermore, S 1 (z) and S 2 (z) are non-negative on the unit circle.
Applying this lemma with G 1 (z) = G K (z) and G 2 (z) = G K (−z) (see (27)) we get the unique solution S 1 (z) = S 2 (−z) = S(z) and moreover, S(z) is non-negative on the unit circle and hence can be spectrally factorized.
Thiran Filters and Jacobi Polynomials
We now show that F 0,τ,L is related to the L th Jacobi polynomial, specifically P 
